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Abstract

Paid search has become an increasingly common form of advertising, comprising about half
of all online advertising expenditures. To shed light on the effectiveness of paid search, we design
and analyze a large-scale field experiment on the review platform Yelp.com. The experiment
consists of roughly 18,000 restaurants and 24 million advertising exposures – randomly assigning
paid search advertising packages to more than 7,000 restaurants for a three-month period, with
randomization done at the restaurant level to assess the overall impact of advertisements. We
find that advertising increases a restaurant’s Yelp page views by 25% on average. Advertising
also increases the number of purchase intentions – including getting directions, browsing the
restaurant’s website, and calling the restaurant – by 18%, 9%, and 13% respectively, and raises
the number of reviews by 5%, suggesting that advertising also affects the number of restaurant-
goers. All advertising effects drop to zero immediately after the advertising period. A back of
the envelope calculation suggests that advertising would produce a positive return on average
for restaurants in our sample.

⇤We thank Susan Athey, Garrett Johnson, Randall Lewis and participants at the NBER Summer Institute for
valuable comments. We thank Yelp, and especially Geoff Donaker, Matt Halprin, Luther Lowe, Travis Brooks, Brian
Dean, and Stephen Lyons for providing support for this experiment. Please contact Daisy Dai (dai@lehigh.edu) or
Mike Luca (mluca@hbs.edu) for correspondence.
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1 Introduction

Internet advertising has been the fastest-growing marketing channel in recent years, accounting

for roughly $60 billion of spending in the United States alone in 2015. The rise of digital advertising

has been dramatic – more than doubling over the past five years alone. Paid search, in which

advertisements are placed alongside search results, comprises the largest share of online advertising

expenditures.

In the offline world, advertising has historically resembled a credence good, where the effective-

ness of a product is taken largely on faith. Even after an advertising campaign is implemented,

limited access to outcome data and exogenous variation in exposure have often prevented credible

estimates of the impact of advertising.

In principle, the digital age provides new opportunities to evaluate the effectiveness of adver-

tisements, enabled by granular data about users and increased feasibility of experimentation. Yet

estimating the effectiveness of digital advertising remains challenging. Correlations in observational

data can yield biased estimates because advertisements are more likely to be shown to people who

are interested and therefore prone to make a purchase even without an advertisement (Johnson,

Lewis and Reilly, 2014; Blake et al. 2015; Gordon et al. 2016). Moreover, large sample sizes are

needed to estimate what are often modest impacts of individual advertising strategies with sufficient

precision (Lewis and Reiley 2014; Lewis and Rao 2015; Athey and Imbens 2016).

To explore the impact of paid search advertising across a broad set of small businesses, we

design and analyze a large-scale field experiment on the popular review website Yelp.com. On Yelp,

a business can purchase standard advertising packages for a fixed rate, which guarantees a minimum

number of advertising impressions to be shown each month. Taking these packages as given, we

experimentally assign standard advertising packages to more than 7,000 restaurants during a three-

month period, sending out roughly 24 million total advertising exposures. We focus on restaurants

that had not actively advertised on Yelp prior to the experiment. We then monitor business-

level outcomes including page views of the the business’s Yelp page (a standard measurement of

advertising effectiveness) as well as three measures that are designed to measure customer intentions

to go to the restaurant – requests for directions, phone calls to the restaurant from Yelp’s mobile

page or mobile app, and clicks on the restaurant’s own URL on its Yelp page.

Overall, we find that advertising increases a restaurant’s Yelp page views by 25%. Within the
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industry, the number of clicks on a page is widely considered an indication of consumer preferences.

In fact, companies including Yelp, Bing, and Google design advertisements with this objective in

mind. Nonetheless, in principle, users might click on a page that is ultimately a mismatch. To

reinforce our interpretation of clicks as a proxy for demand, we select a sample size that was large

enough to detect effects on our three indicators of purchase intention.

The standard advertising package leads to 10-20% more purchase intentions. This reinforces

our interpretation that Yelp advertisements lead to increases in demand. However, the increase in

conversions is smaller than the increase in page visits. This implies that the marginal visitors are

different from the average visitor occurring through an organic click.

As a final indicator of demand, we consider the number of reviews that are left during the

advertising period. In principle, if more Yelp users are actually going to the restaurant, then one

would expect to see an increase in the number of reviews being left. Consistent with this, we find

that advertising leads to a 5.4% increase in the number of reviews left for a restaurant in a given

month. However, the effects of advertising drop to zero immediately after the advertising period,

suggesting that advertising temporarily raises awareness of businesses that users would otherwise

not discover. A back of the envelope calculation suggests that advertising leads to an 8% increase

in revenue, and would produce a positive return, on average, within our sample.

Our findings contribute to the literature on the effectiveness of online advertising. Most online

advertising studies have focused on experiments run by a single large company, enabled by the large

consumer base that each of these companies has access to. For example, Blake et al. (2015) and

Avery et al. (2016) show that digital advertisements (on Bing and Facebook, respectively) have very

little effect on demand for eBay and the College Board. In contrast, we show large average effects

across a broad swath of potential advertisers on Yelp. These restaurants are much smaller and

less well known than eBay or the College Board and hence may benefit more from advertisements.

More generally, our results demonstrate the potential of sponsored search to drive outcomes – even

among businesses that have opted not to advertise. Whereas Blake et al. (2015) conclude that many

well-branded advertisers might be better off by not advertising, our results raise the possibility that

many less-branded non-advertisers might be better off by advertising.
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2 Experiment and Data

The experiment was conducted on the popular review platform Yelp.com. Yelp hosts user-

generated reviews of local businesses around the world and provides search functions in browsers as

well as its own mobile app. As of 2015, Yelp had roughly 163 million unique visitors monthly. We

focus on the US restaurant industry in our experiment.

The goal of the experiment is to examine the effect of the search advertising package currently

provided by Yelp. Businesses pay a fix monthly fee for the advertising package and are guaranteed

a minimum number of search appearances. Yelp manages and automates the paid search bidding

for the advertised businesses. Figure 1 shows examples of paid search appearances.

To evaluate advertising effectiveness, we randomly select businesses to be given advertising

packages for three months from August 1, 2015, to October 31, 2015. In choosing the sample, we

only include businesses that are eligible to purchase search advertising and are actively operating

businesses with basic verified listing information, including photos and a minimum number of trusted

reviews with good ratings.

We use stratified sampling in the randomization process. Stratified randomization that random-

izes treatment within groups of businesses with similar characteristics increases statistical power

(Athey and Imbens 2016; Imbens and Rubin 2015). The strata are described in the following. The

first stratum includes Yelp Reservations restaurants. Yelp Reservations is an online reservation sys-

tem hosted by Yelp that allows consumers to directly make reservations using the simple booking

tool on the restaurant’s Yelp page. The second stratum includes restaurants that are clients of

OpenTable, an Internet booking platform external to Yelp. We use a separate stratum for these

restaurants since they are similar and are usually mid-range to high-end full-service restaurants. The

third stratum includes restaurants that partner with Yelp’s delivery service, EAT24. The fourth

stratum includes restaurants in Washington State (because we have done prior research focusing

on this state) that do not use OpenTable and are not Yelp partners. These restaurants have less

online prominence on average. As shown in Panel B of Figure 3, stratum 4 has fewer reviews than

restaurants in other strata. The number of treated restaurants in each stratum is shown in Table

1. We also restrict the proportion of restaurants treated in the Yelp-defined marketing area to be

smaller than 10%. In principle, we can observe two additional metrics beyond the ones in this anal-

ysis: reservations for Yelp Reservations restaurants and deliveries for EAT24 restaurants. However,
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a limited number of restaurants use each of these services, preventing us from obtaining conclusive

estimates on those two variables.

As shown in Table 1, the final experiment sample includes 18,295, and 7,210 restaurants are

given free advertising packages. The experiment started on August 1, 2015, and ended on October

31, 2015. To avoid Hawthorne effects, restaurants are not told about the advertising packages and

are removed from the advertising sales lists.

Randomization is done at the business level. We randomize at the business, rather than user,

level for two reasons. First, users who are randomly exposed to ads may generate purchases and

subsequently reviews (which we did observe in the results), and therefore might influence consumers

who are not exposed to ads, generating spillover. Second, we were interested in the overall impact

of the standard advertising package on outcomes for a business.

The key metric we use to assess advertising effectiveness is the number of page views of a

restaurant’s Yelp page, a standard measure in the advertising industry. In addition, we collect

conversion metrics to measure consumers’ purchase intent – map queries on Yelp, calls following

consumers’ clicks on a restaurant’s phone number on Yelp’s mobile page or app, and clicks on a

restaurant’s own website link on its Yelp page. As an indicator of consumer demand, we also consider

reviews left during the advertising period. Finally, for Yelp Reservations restaurants, we observe the

number of reservations made through Yelp. However, operational limitations within the company

prevented us from having a large enough sample to detect meaningful effects on reservations (which

we determined going into the experiment, but could not change).

One advantage of our experiment is that we are able to randomize among a large set of rep-

resentative restaurants in the market and hence obtain the average treatment effect for businesses

typically unable to run their own experiments, and allowing a contrast to some of the large ex-

periments run by individual advertisers. While we present unweighted results, we can reweight to

obtain treatment effects for different populations.

3 Conceptual Framework

We estimate the average treatment effect using the specification

yit = �1AdsOnit + �2TreatedPostExprit + µi + �t + ✏it, (1)
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where i is a restaurant and t is a month. We sample the periods between January 2015 and

December 2015. AdsOnit is a dummy variable that equals to one for a treated restaurant during

the experimental period (8/1/2015-10/31/2015). TreatedPostExprit is an indicator variable that

equals one for a treated restaurant during the post-experiment period (11/1/2015-12/31/2015). In

the baseline specification, we also control for business and month fixed effects. The parameters of

interest are �1 and �2, which represent the average treatment effects during and after the experiment

(advertising) period.

All results are reported in percent changes to protect level variables that are sensitive within

the industry. More specifically, we first calculate the percentage as the ratio of the advertising

effect estimated in equation 1 and the control (non-advertising) group average during the treatment

period within each strata, and then we take the weighted average across strata.1 To calculate

the statistical inference for the average percentage gain, we need to note the correlation between

treatment effects and control group outcomes in the ratio calculation as well as the correlation

of ratios across different strata. We derive the confidence interval of the ratio by bootstrapping.

Significance are qualitatively unchanged for level estimates.

We check other choices of specifications for robustness. Using the linear regression framework,

we drop the business level fixed effect µi and replace it simply by the treatment indicator, and the

results are unaffected. We also run the generalized linear regression with Poisson link and we get

similar results. For alternative hypothesis testing methods of advertising effects, we run the Fisher

exact test to confirm that we can reject the null at each equation level (Athey and Imbens 2016,

Young 2016).

We can also view outcomes as resulting from different depths of search, as we expect the ad-

vertising effect on consumer activity to decline with each additional step in the search process. For

example, the consumer can only click on a restaurant’s own website link after visiting the restaurant’s

Yelp page. Hence, the probability of observing a visit to a restaurant’s website can be written as

P (URLClick) = P (URLClick|PageV iew)⇥ P (PageV iew|Appearance)⇥ P (Appearance), where

appearance is the appearance of the restaurant in the search result. We call the first conditional

probability “conversion rate” and the second one “click-through rate.” Paid search advertising can

increase the number of restaurant URL clicks (i.e. visits to the restaurant’s own website) by in-
1In the baseline results in Table 2, we use the weight as simply the sampling weight across strata.
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creasing the chance that the restaurant is seen by consumers (search appearance), but the impact

on URL clicks depends on both click-through rate and conversion rate. If the conversion rate for

paid clicks is the same as for baseline organic clicks, we should see the same percentage increase in

URL clicks and page views. However, the number of URL clicks may increase less if marginal users

arriving through advertisements are less likely to click on the URL relative to average consumers

viewing the Yelp page.

4 Results

The effects of paid search advertising across all outcomes are presented in Table 2, and the effects

on key outcomes are plotted in Figure 4. Overall, we find that advertising increases a restaurant’s

Yelp page views by 24.6%, and the increase is greater for mobile views (30.2%) than for web browser

views (21.5%). Across the three conversion metrics, advertising led to an increase in map inquiries

by 17.7%, in calls by 12.6%, and in clicks on restaurants’ own URLs by 8.8%. This suggests that

Yelp advertisements lead to increases in demand.

These results demonstrate that advertisements on Yelp are effective at increasing a variety of

metrics indicating consumer intentions to visit the restaurant. We also find that the increase in

conversion metrics is smaller than the increase in page views, suggesting that the marginal visitor

driven from advertising is less likely than an average visitor to convert to a purchase.

As a final indicator of demand, we examine the number of reviews. We find an average 5.4%

increase in the number of reviews due to advertising. However, while advertising generates more

reviews, there is no significant change to the average rating, the review length, or the percent of

reviews that are removed by Yelp’s filter.

The temporal effect of advertising is shown in the post-experiment estimates column in Table 2.

Overall, we find that the effects of advertising disappear immediately after the advertising period.

When estimating advertising effects for the first, second, and third advertising month separately,

we do not find any evidence that how long the business has been advertising matters. These can

also be seen in Figure 2, which shows the daily total page views for control and treated restaurants

in two strata (EAT24 and Washington state restaurants) during our sample period. In this figures,

we see that the gain in total page views stays roughly constant across three months, and the gain

disappears immediately after the experiment. These findings suggest that advertising provides
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information about a business that users would otherwise not discover.

5 Discussion

Overall, our results shed light on the effectiveness of paid search advertising for small businesses.

To our knowledge, this is the largest scale advertising effectiveness study in terms of the number

of businesses involved. For the types of small businesses that are common on Yelp and similar

platforms, we show that advertising does indeed have a large impact. Comparing effects on page

views, three consumer intent measures, and the number of reviews, we find lower effects on purchase

intent and purchase indicator than on page views. This highlights the fact that the marginal

consumers acquired from the paid search advertising are systematically different from the average

person viewing the page. While we lack the volume of sales information required to directly estimate

the impact of advertising on sales revenue, we obtain sales revenue for a sample of restaurants in

Washington state. Looking at the relationship between changes in revenue and changes in page

views, we estimate the impact of advertising on sales using this proxy. As we show below, the

return of paid search advertising is positive, on average, for our sample of restaurants - which

consists of restaurants that were not advertising on Yelp, and one might expect a larger return for

businesses that are advertising.

5.1 The Returns to Advertising

To estimate the return on advertising, we need an estimate of the dollar value of marginal page views.

To do so, we matched a subset of Washington state restaurants (totaling 835 restaurants) back to

tax records, which we obtained for the first half of 2015 (the period just before our experiment) from

the Washington State Department of Revenue. While we do not have enough data on sales revenue

for restaurants in our sample to use this as a dependent variable, we can look at the relationship

between changes in sales and changes in page views in the sample, which we use as a proxy for the

change in revenue that would be associated with a change in page views generated by advertising.

Specifically, we conduct the following regression to obtain the effect of changes in page views on

changes in revenue.

log(revenueit) = �log(pageviewit) + ↵i + �t + ✏t
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where i is the indicator for a restaurant and t the indicator for a quarter. We add restaurant

fixed effects to examine within restaurant variations and we add quarterly dummies to control for

common time trends. The estimate for � is 32.54% significant at 1% level with standard error

clustered at the business level. This means a 10% increase in the total number of quarterly page

views leads to a 3.3% increase in quarterly revenue. Advertising leads to an average increase of

24.6% in total page views according to our experiment, and hence an increase of roughly 8% in

revenue. For example, for a business with $96,000 in quarterly sales (the median in Washington

state), and given a marginal profit margin for additional sales of roughly around 70%,2 the return on

advertising would be 446% 3. An important limitation of this calculation is the fact that marginal

clicks deriving from advertising may have differential impacts relative to marginal clicks deriving

from sales. Nonetheless, this suggests that paid search advertising can be a profitable investment

for small businesses, even among ones that are not currently advertising.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Snapshot of a Paid Search Result

A. Paid Search Ad in Web Browsers

B. Paid Search Ad in Mobile App C.Paid Search Ad in a Mobile App Map

Notes: 1 The above figures are snapshots following a search session for “Vegetarian” near Marina, San Francisco,
CA. The advertised restaurant is showed on the top of the page, marked by “Ad.” The advertised restaurant is
highlighted in yellow in the map, distinguished from other restaurants. 2 Also note that the search engine allows
consumers to easily filter or identify restaurants that offer reservations through Yelp (Yelp Reservations restaurants)
and restaurants that take delivery orders through Yelp (EAT24 restaurants).
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Figure 3: Histogram of Restaurant Ratings Before the Experiment

A. Histogram of Restaurant Posted Ratings

B. Histogram of Number of Reviews on Each Restaurant

(Stratum 4 plotted separately due to different treatment sampling weight)

Notes: 1 Figure A plots the distribution of posted ratings by treatment status before the experiment. Figure B plots
the distribution of the number of reviews by treatment status before the experiment. The distribution is truncated at
1,000 because of the extremely long right tail of the distribution. 2 We plot stratum 4 separately because only 20%
are randomly assigned to be treated while 50% in other strata are treated. Two graphs need to be plotted separately
to show balance in characteristics. The first three strata contain partners of Yelp Reservations (Yelp’s reservation
service), OpenTable, and EAT24 (Yelp’s delivery service); the fourth stratum contains non-partner restaurants in
Washington State. 3 We test characteristics balance between treated and control businesses within each stratum.
The figures show that treated and control businesses have similar rating and number of reviews distributions.
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Figure 4: Average Effect of Paid Search Advertising

Notes: 1 The figure plots the average effects of paid search advertising and the confidence intervals of the estimates.
2 The estimates and confidence intervals are reported in Table 2. 3 The outcomes are page views (number of clicks
on the restaurant’s Yelp page), map clicks (number of times of the restaurant’s map is queried), calls made to the
restaurant through a mobile phone, clicks on the restaurant’s URL link, and number of trusted reviews.
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Table 1: Experiment Sample Strata

Block Description Sample Treated Control

Yelp Reservations Restaurants partnered with Yelp’s
reservation service.

307 50% 50%

OpenTable Restaurants partnered with
OpenTable reservation service.

5,740 49% 51%

EAT24 Restaurants partnered with Yelp’s
delivery service.

5,867 50% 50%

Others Non-partners in Washington State 6,381 20% 80%

Total: 18,295 7,210 11,085
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Table 2: Average Effects of Paid Search Advertising
[95% confidence interval]

Experiment-Period Post-experiment-period

Page Views
on Web 21.5% 0.8%

[19.7%, 23.3%] [-1.3%, 2.9%]
on Mobile 30.2% 1.9%

[28.3%, 32.0%] [-0.3%, 4.1%]
Total 24.6% 1.2%

[22.9%, 26.4%] [-0.8%, 3.2%]
Map Inquiries

on Web 18.7% 2.2%
[16.3%, 21.0%] [-0.8%, 5.0%]

on Mobile 16.5% 3.6%
[12.3%, 20.1%] [0.9%, 6.1%]

Total 17.7% 2.8%
[15.1%, 20.0%] [0.2%, 5.2%]

Other Conversions
BusinessURL Clicks 8.8% -0.7%

[5.9%, 11.9%] [-4.3%, 2.5%]
Calls to Businesses 12.6% 0.6%

[8.8%, 16.2%] [-3.1%, 4.1%]
Check-Ins & Reviews

Check-Ins 1.0% 1.7%
[-1.0%, 3.1%] [-1.7%, 5.0%]

# of Trusted Reviews 5.4% 1.5%
[3.2%, 7.5%] [-1.5%, 4.2%]

% of Trusted Reviews -0.3% 0.4%
[-1.2%, 0.4%] [-0.6%, 1.3%]

Ratings -0.3% 0.2%
[-1.3%, 0.7%] [-1.2%, 1.5%]

Review Length -1.2% 1.7%
[-3.2%, 0.8%] [-0.9%, 4.2%]

95% confidence interval in parentheses obtained from bootstrap.
Notes: 1 Table 2 reports the effects of advertising calculated by the method described in Section 3. 2 The observa-
tions we obtained are between 1/1/2015 and 12/31/2015, and the experiment is conducted between 8/1/2015 and
10/31/2015.
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